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ABSTRACT

Objectives: Geriatric clinical care is a multidisciplinary assessment designed to evaluate older patients’ (age 65

years and above) functional ability, physical health, and cognitive well-being. The majority of these patients suf-

fer from multiple chronic conditions and require special attention. Recently, hospitals utilize various artificial in-

telligence (AI) systems to improve care for elderly patients. The purpose of this systematic literature review is to

understand the current use of AI systems, particularly machine learning (ML), in geriatric clinical care for

chronic diseases.

Materials and Methods: We restricted our search to eight databases, namely PubMed, WorldCat, MEDLINE,

ProQuest, ScienceDirect, SpringerLink, Wiley, and ERIC, to analyze research articles published in English be-

tween January 2010 and June 2019. We focused on studies that used ML algorithms in the care of geriatrics

patients with chronic conditions.

Results: We identified 35 eligible studies and classified in three groups: psychological disorder (n¼22), eye dis-

eases (n¼6), and others (n¼7). This review identified the lack of standardized ML evaluation metrics and the

need for data governance specific to health care applications.

Conclusion: More studies and ML standardization tailored to health care applications are required to confirm

whether ML could aid in improving geriatric clinical care.

Key words: machine learning, artificial intelligence, geriatric, chronic diseases, comorbidity, multimorbidity, older patients, AI

standards, data governance

INTRODUCTION

According to the US Census Bureau, by 2050, the geriatric popula-

tion will increase to 88.5 million.1,2 Typically, geriatric patients suf-

fer from multiple ailments and chronic conditions.3 Multimorbidity,

the presence of multiple chronic diseases in a patient, affects major-

ity of the geriatric population.4,5 The complicated geriatric syn-

dromes result in poor health outcomes,6 disability, mortality, and

institutionalization rates.7Figure 1 illustrates some of the major con-

cerns related to geriatric patients and their care providers. One of

the most significant challenges in caring for geriatric patients is de-

veloping an accurate and fast diagnosis.8,9 Such patients bring com-

plex health histories and clinical scenarios into health care practices

that make it essential to emphasize how to improve patient-care out-

comes for this population.10–12

Geriatric patients, due to limited cognitive (30% of elderly patients

have dementia13) or physical ability, typically fail to present their illness

and symptoms.14 Their assessment differs from a typical medical evalua-

tion and is more challenging due to their limited cognitive and physical

ability. Geriatric patients are also prone to inadequate nutritional intake

because of factors, including polypharmacy, decreased mobility, and

physiological changes.15 Often such patients experience deterioration of

mental16 or physical health during their hospital stay, even if they recover
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from the primary chief of concern for the admission.17 Studies have also

shown that hospitalized geriatric patients have a 60-fold increased risk of

developing permanent disabilities18 making them more susceptible to

other adverse ailments.19–21 Studies have shown that at about 30% of ge-

riatric patients with an acute medical concern exhibit a gradual decline in

their ability to adhere to Activities of Daily Living (ADLs).22–26 Since

ADLs are prerequisites to self-care and independent living,22,26,27 the in-

ability of elderly patients to perform ADLs has resulted in

hospitalization-associated disability17 such as cognitive impairment and

delirium.28,29 The literature portrays the comprehensive geriatric assess-

ment as a time-consuming process requiring a multidisciplinary ap-

proach.30 Unfortunately, physicians have limited time in their visits to

examine geriatric patients with multiple concerns.31 Consecutively, the in-

creasing burden of clinical documentation, inefficient technology,32–34

and shortage of physicians (geriatricians)35 also influence care quality (in-

complete diagnosis).14

In medicine, artificial intelligence (AI) comes with promises to

offer better prevention, diagnosis, and treatment. AI technologies

have cancer detection,36–42 disease management using robotics,43–52

and other patient safety factors.53–63 AI technologies have helped

clinicians make decisions64–66 and improved drug development67–69

and patient-care monitoring.70–73 AI has recently outperformed hu-

man performance in some domains.74 Screening tools for dementia

are being developed for detecting early cognitive impairments75–79

and other geriatric health problems such as fall risks80 and urinary

tract infections among patients with dementia.16

With the gradual growth of AI applications in the health care industry

and the availability of data,81,82 it is reasonable to assume a positive im-

pact of AI on geriatric patients. However, several limitations have been

reported concerning these AI-based tools.83 Dr. Cabitza and colleagues84

rightly cautioned and acknowledged the potential risks of AI in health

care that can occur due to the uncertainty of health care data and the

non-explainability of complex deep-learning algorithms. Therefore, the

implicit notion that existing AI technologies can improve geriatric health

outcomes, in our view, is a questionable assumption. Therefore, it is cru-

cial to understand current practices using AI to assist clinicians in geriat-

rics care. In this study, we conducted a systematic literature review to

understand how AI has been used for the care of geriatric patients with

chronic ailments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This systematic review is reported according to the Preferred

Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis guide-

lines (PRISMA).85

Scope
In this study, we refer to chronic diseases as ailments that persist for

an extended period. We defined elderly patients as individuals over

the age of 65 and have one or more chronic illnesses.

AI is broadly defined as a computer program (that operates with

predefined rules and data-driven models) that is capable of making

intelligent decisions.86 AI tools are technologies, whether it be a

computer application or health care device that can analyze data,

present hidden information, identify risks in patient health, and

communicate diagnoses.87 Through the use of the MeSH database,

the definition of “artificial intelligence” was better understood in

the different components that apply to it. It includes applications

such as machine learning (ML), computer heuristics, neural net-

works, robotics, expert systems, knowledge bases, fuzzy logic, and

natural language processing. For the scope of AI within this study,

this term has been limited to applications involving only ML algo-

rithms. ML enables computers to utilize labeled (supervised learn-

ing) or unlabeled data (unsupervised learning) to identify hidden

information or make classification about the data without explicit

programming.70,87 However, discussing the subfield of AI is beyond

the scope of this review.

We narrowed the scope of AI to ML in particular due to its note-

worthy societal impact on the health care domain.88 Moreover, ML

is a significant component AI system used in health care.70 With the

increasing amount of data within the healthcare industry, the preva-

lence of implementing ML is gaining momentum.89 A large amount

of data are available from electronic health records (EHRs), which

contains both structured and unstructured data,88 and ML methods

can allow computers to learn from EHR data and develop predic-

tions by identifying hidden patterns.87,90

Information sources and search
We used eight databases: PubMed, WorldCat, MEDLINE, Pro-

Quest, ScienceDirect, SpringerLink, Wiley, and ERIC, to search for

peer-reviewed articles. The search criteria were limited to articles

that were published in English within the last 10 years (between Jan-

uary 1, 2010 and June 2019).

We identified our search terms with the help of the librarian. We

developed two sets of keywords to encompass the eligibility criteria.

The first set of keywords used “artificial intelligence” OR “machine

learning” OR “deep learning” injunction with an AND operator

and the terms “elderly patients” OR “older adults.” The second set

of keywords consisted of MeSH terms using the PubMed MeSH

database. The used terms were “disease attributes,” “aged,” and

“artificial intelligence.” The MeSH term “disease attributes” was

LAY SUMMARY
Patients above the age of 65, also referred to as geriatric or older patients, often suffer from multiple chronic diseases and

require special medical attention. Their limited functional, physical health, and cognitive ability make it challenging for geria-

tricians to diagnose and develop the necessary plan of care. Recently, hospitals have begun to utilize various artificial intelli-

gence (AI) systems to improve care for older patients. AI comes with many clinical promises, and in this review, we ex-

plored studies which used machine learning (ML), a component of AI, to identify psychological disorders, especially

Alzheimer’s disease, among older patients. Studies reported positive outcomes and often used algorithms such as support

vector machines and deep-learning algorithms. Despite all the positive impacts of ML models, as indicated in the literature,

we identified some issues regarding the use of ML for diagnosing chronic diseases among older patients. The two major

issues discussed in this study are the lack of standardized ML evaluation metrics and the need for data governance specific

to health care applications. Resolving the identified issues in this review may improve ML usage and facilitate care for older

patients.
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used and then sorted to ensure all articles, including chronic illnesses

along with the other keywords, were included. The term included

topics such as “acute disease,” “asymptomatic diseases,”

“catastrophic illness,” “chronic disease,” “convalescence,” “critical

illness,” “disease progression,” “disease resistance,” “disease sus-

ceptibility,” “diseases in twins,” “emergencies,” “facies,”

“iatrogenic disease,” “late-onset disorders,” “neglected diseases,”

“rare diseases,” and “recurrence.”

MeSH terms are organized in a tree-like hierarchy, with more

specific (narrower) terms arranged beneath broader terms. By de-

fault, PubMed includes in the search all narrower terms; this is

called “exploding” the MeSH term. Moreover, the inclusion of

MeSH terms optimizes the search strategy. All of the articles that fit

our inclusion criterion were analyzed to make sure the disease they

were targeting was chronic before continuing forward.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
This study focused on peer-reviewed publications satisfying the fol-

lowing three conditions:

• Implementation of ML techniques to address chronic ailment in

elderly patients.
• Reporting or discussing changes in studied patient outcomes/con-

ditions
• The study only involves geriatric patients.

We excluded any study that did not report a measurable patient

outcome, opinion/review papers, qualitative perception papers, and

studies involved patients other than the geriatric population.

Study selection and quality assurance
All three authors together analyzed potential publications for their

eligibility. We initially screened by reading abstracts and titles.

Then, we read the full text to identify eligible articles for our inclu-

sion criteria. Clarification on article inclusion was discussed be-

tween team members as necessary when a reviewer was unsure of

whether to include or exclude a given article. We resolved all dis-

crepancies by requiring consensus from all three reviewers and the li-

brarian to minimize any selection bias.

Data collection process
Data were collected using a data abstraction form to record stan-

dardized information from each selected article. We recorded the au-

thor, title, objective, method, health issue, gender, and findings of

all publications. We then categorized the publications into different

chronic illnesses, sources of data, and ML algorithms used by them.

RESULTS

The set of queries illustrated earlier, returned 407 publications in

PubMed, 104 publications in WorldCat, 85 in Medline, 57 in Pro-

Quest, 21 in ScienceDirect, 13 in SpringerLink, 8 in Wiley and 1 in

ERIC, so a total of 696 papers (Figure 2). We removed 262 dupli-

cate publications (using EndNote X9.3.2). The authors screened the

remaining 434 studies by reading abstracts and titles. Three hundred

eighty-eight publications that did not meet our inclusion criteria

were removed, and 46 papers were shortlisted for full screening.

Eleven papers that did not meet our inclusion criteria were removed

after the comprehensive screening of full text. The remaining 35

articles matched our inclusion criteria and were included in the sys-

tematic review with consensus from all three reviewers. The out-

Figure 1. Graphical illustration of geriatric needs and clinician’s problems.
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come of this process is 35 publications within the targeted scope and

inclusion criteria.

Characteristic of the studies
The characteristics of the studies are reported in Supplementary

Table S1 with an overview of the information including author, title,

the objective of the paper, the ML model used in the article, the con-

dition/ailment, participant characteristics specifically gender, and

findings of the studies (see Supplementary Table S1). Another table

summarizes all 30 ML algorithms, identified in the review, with the

details of model performance measures and consecutively

demonstrates the heterogeneity in ML reporting (see Supplementary

Table S2).

Figure 3 shows the major sources of data and types of algorithms

used by different studies in our review. Figure 4 presents a general

introduction to the kinds of models identified in our review and the

frequency of their usage by various studies. The general explana-

tions of model types are based on the standard developed under the

cognizance of the Consumer Technology Association (CTA) R13

Artificial Intelligence Committee,91 The Royal Society of Britain,92

and the author’s knowledge. The support vector machine was the

most frequently used model, followed by deep-learning methods and

decision trees. Note the purpose of these figures (Figures 3 and 4) is

not to provide an exhaustive technical insight but to highlight im-

portant issues relevant to ML models in the studied applications.

We also categorized studies based on the type of health condition

(Table 1) and reported the data types (Table 2), respectively.

Findings in the text
“Effective prevention and early detection” is one of the major stand-

ards of care for geriatric patients developed by Luchi et al in

2003.128 This standard mandate physician (geriatricians) to criti-

cally evaluate the screening recommendations and selectively apply

them to achieve the patient’s individual health care goals by follow-

ing the “Individualized Health Maintenance Protocol”.128 In other

words, geriatricians must tailor health maintenance measures to in-Figure 2. PRISMA selection procedure.

Figure 3. Type of data source and the types of models identified in the review.
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dividual patient’s functional needs, health care goals, and preferen-

ces. Moreover, geriatric care may differ from standards set for youn-

ger adults and children. As geriatric needs may evolve with

increasing age, geriatricians should periodically address and revise

their care plan based on the varying medical conditions. However,

no studies in our review developed or implemented ML models that

can provide personalized care. Studies also did not account for

changes in patient health conditions. The majority of the studies

that employed ML simplified the diagnostic problems to binary clas-

sifications. For instance, studies analyzed blood samples to classify

inflammatory bowel disease and coronary artery disease.110 Another

study used OCT images, retrieved from the HARBOR clinical trial,

to classify chordal neovascularization and geographic atrophy.122

Similarly, studies used MRI scans to classify MCI converters and

MCI non-converters102 and AD and healthy controls.103 Such bi-

nary classification ignores the fact that chronic diseases can co-exist

(multiple ailments) or exist in multiple layers of severity. For exam-

ple, AD can be decomposed into further classes like “Light Autism,”

“Severe Autism,” etc.129 Therefore, the binary classification might

not necessarily account for the multimorbidity and the complexity

of geriatric health problems.

Most studies claim the derivation of an ML method for disease diag-

nosis. In contrast, in most cases, the researchers have merely adopted

existing ML algorithms and implemented them separately on their data-

set. To optimize ML measures such as sensitivity, specificity, AUROC, or

classification accuracy, studies have commonly strived to differentiate be-

tween healthy and unhealthy participants or identifying certain chronic

diseases and risks. Different versions of the input dataset (different fea-

tures, different databases, and different data types) were trained to maxi-

mize the measures mentioned above, and studies recommended the ML

model that yielded the best performance results. This means if a different

dataset with variations in features is used, a new possible system will be

recommended. Thus, the models derived earlier will not be valid or will

not yield the same predictive results129 (lack of reproducibility). There-

fore, most classification and diagnostic systems’ predictive powers in all

the current studies rely heavily on the input features besides sampling and

data quality. Most studies in our review dealt with chronic geriatric ail-

ments from a static manner, whereas existing ML algorithms were ap-

plied to historical datasets (Table 2). The models were not evaluated

against any procedural standard (clinical gold standard) or tested using

real-time data over a period of time. Therefore, these studies can be seen

as promising research, but not as a complete classification system or diag-

nostic method for geriatric ailments.

One major challenge we observed is the unavailability of bench-

marked datasets for the use of ML. The majority of the studies

trained their models using the datasets (Table 2) that varied in ways

Figure 4. General introduction to the type of models identified in the review and their frequency of use.
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researchers process or collected them (initial dataset) according to

the original investigation’s requirements. Due to the absence of a

standardized dataset, we have identified discrepancies among study

results (difference in ML performance despite using data from the

same source). Often data analysis requires extensive preprocessing

to make the data suitable for ML algorithms, and different algo-

rithms require specific types of preprocessing or data type.129 There-

fore, studies used variety of approaches (depending on the

algorithms employed) to process different versions of the same data-

set (different sizes or different types), which makes it challenging for

others to reproduce the results or validate its reliability in a clinical

setting. For instance, Chenet et al99 preprocessed all MRI and PET

data by performing anterior commissure-posterior commissure (AC-

PC) correcting. The AC-PC corrected images were resampled to 256

� 256 � 256 voxels. The skull-stripping method was used to review

MRI images manually, whereas Ortiz et al119 did not implement

AC-PC correction. Rather this study resized the MRI images to 121

� 145 � 121 voxels and PET images to 79 � 95 � 68 voxels.

DISCUSSION

With the invasion of ML in health care, automated, and data-driven

clinical decision support systems130,131 have gained popularity. To

our knowledge, this is the first systematic review portraying the role

and influence of ML on geriatric clinical care for chronic diseases.

Our study identified the lack of ML standardization including (1) het-

erogeneity in ML evaluation (which evaluation metric should be

reported?), and (2) lack of a framework for data governance (What

kind of data are suitable for training a particular ML model? What

should be the sample size of training data?). Development of some AI/

ML standards, such as (1) ISO/IEC CS 23053 Framework for artifi-

cial intelligence (AI) systems using machine learning (ML)132 and (2)

ISO/WD TR 22100-5 Safety of machinery—relationship with ISO

12100-part5: implications of embedded artificial intelligence—

machine learning,133 is under progress at ISO,134 the leading stand-

ards body. But these ongoing standards efforts are primarily tailored

to address ethical concerns. Although international standards to sup-

port ethical and policy goals are essential, there remains a risk that

these standards may fail to address the concerns identified in our

review.

Heterogeneity in ML evaluation
We acknowledge that different algorithms might require different met-

rics for evaluation. Our review identified heterogeneity in ML evalua-

tion. As reported in Supplementary Table S2, studies using the same

(similar) algorithm used different evaluation metrics (or different combi-

nations of measures) to determine ML performance. Many studies in

our review only reported accuracy measures. However, AUROC is con-

sidered to be a superior metric to classification accuracy.135,136 AUROC

measures are beneficial for providing a visual representation of the rela-

tive trade-offs between the true positives and false positives of classifica-

tion regarding data distributions. Albeit, in the case of unbalanced data

sets, the ROC curves may provide an overly optimistic view of an algo-

rithm’s performance.137 In such situations, the precision-recall curves

can provide a more informative representation of performance assess-

ment.138 As sensitivity (recall), and precision give slightly different infor-

mation, and they should be interpreted differently.137 The abstract

measures used to evaluate ML algorithms are not clinically meaningful,

and understanding the ML evaluation metric requires technical knowl-

edge.139 In a research setting (where time and urgency are not drivers to

action), interpreting ML metrics such as accuracy, sensitivity, and spe-

cificity can be perused theoretically. On the other hand, in a clinical set-

ting, decisions made on an inappropriate metric(s) (decisions based on

accuracy only) can lead to unintended consequences. Besides, making

clinical decisions based on appropriate parameters might not necessarily

ensure patient safety. ML algorithms trained on flawed (biased, incor-

rect subjective) data or data obtained from an insufficient sample can

still generate misleading outcome measures.

Most of the studies in our review trained their models using his-

torical data. Historical data retrieved from medical practices con-

tains health care disparities in the provision of systematically worse

care for vulnerable groups than for others.140 In the United States,

Table 1. Disease classification

Disease name Disease type Number of publications

Mild cognitive impairment Psychological disorder 22

Alzheimer’s disease

Creutzfeldt Jacob disease

Autism spectrum disorder

Depression

Schizophrenia

Parkinson’s disease

Age-related macular degeneration Eye diseases 6

Diabetic retinopathy

Glaucoma

Geographic atrophy

Angina pectoris Other ailments 7

Asthma

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

Cirrhosis

Hearing loss

Osteoarthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Inflammatory bowel disease

Hepatitis C virus infection

Coronary artery disease
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historical health care data reflect a payment system that rewards the

use of potentially unnecessary care and services and may be missing

data about uninsured patients.139 Therefore, reliable data, along

with standardized ML, may facilitate geriatric care.

Need for data governance
Our review shows the need for data governance which has also been

acknowledged by the Royal Society of Great Britain.92 The over-

arching goal of data governance includes not only the aspects of le-

Table 2. Data source and number of participants

References Data source Data type No. of patients

93 Sensing technologies Signals 97
94 DIARETDB 1 Fundus autofluorescence (FAF) images –
95 Selfa Self-reported mood scores 40
96 Selfa Self-reported scales and Neurologist based

scales

410

97 Selfa Video 27
98 Japanese Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative

(J-ADNI)

MRI scans 231

99 • Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative Database

(ANDI)
• Australian Imaging, Biomarker & Lifestyle database (AIBL)

MRI scans 1,302

100 Retinologist scanned the patient’s eyes Optical coherence tomography (OCT images) 38
101 Electroencephalographic (EEG) data Spatial invariants of EEG data 143
102 Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative Database (ANDI) MRI scans 100
103 Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative Database (ANDI) MRI scans 202
104 National Social Life, Health, and Aging Project Wave 2 data

(NSHAP)

Physical health and illness, medication use, cog-

nitive function, emotional health, sensory

function, health behaviors, social connected-

ness, sexuality, and relationship quality

3377

105 Diagnostic Innovations in Glaucoma (DIGS) study Optical coherence tomography (OCT images) 121
106 • Accelerometers (sensors)

• Patient’s medical record

Signals 52

107 Osteoarthritis Initiative database (OAI) MRI scan –
108 • Diagnostic Innovations in Glaucoma (DIGS) study

• African Descent and Glaucoma Evaluation Study

(ADAGES)

Optical coherence tomography (OCT images) 418

109 Randomized controlled trials Scales and questionnaires 284
110 Biobank—(UKSH tertiary referral center) Blood samples (RNA) 114
111 Population Health Metrics Research Consortium (PHMRC)

Study

Questionnaire 1200

112 Memory Clinic located at the Institute Claude Pompidou in the

Nice University Hospital

Audio recording 60

113 Taiwanese mental hospital Paper-based medical records 185
114 GenBank database Nucleotide sequence 17
115 Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative Database (ANDI) MRI scans 1618
116 Degenerative Diseases at Laboratrio de Biologia Molecular do

Centro de Oncohematologia Peditrica

Cognitive test results 151

117 The Magna Graecia University of Catanzaro and Regional Epi-

lepsy Center, Reggio Calabria; Neurologic Institute “Carlo

Besta,” Milano; Neurologic Institute, University of Catania

Electroencephalographic (EEG) data 195

118 Selfa Blood samples (DNA extraction) 648
119 Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative Database (ANDI) MRI scans 275
120 Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative Database (ANDI) MRI scans 72
121 A longitudinal case-control study. Subjects were recruited via

posted flyers from the local community

MRI scan 178

122 HARBOR clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier:

NCT00891735)

Optical coherence tomography (OCT images) 1097

123 Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative Database (ANDI) MRI scans 113
124 Self-captured using Spectralis, Heidelberg Engineering, Heidel-

berg, Germany

Fundus autofluorescence (FAF) images –

125 Two more extensive studies at Washington State University Interview, testing, and collateral medical infor-

mation

582

126 Chang Gung Memorial Hospital Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) and the Mini-

Mental State Examination (MMSE) score

52

127 Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative Database (ANDI) MRI scans 281

aIndicates that the data were collected by the researcher or author of that paper (not from any database or prior study).
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gal and ethical norms of conduct but also conventions and practices

that govern the collection, storage, use, and transfer of data.92 ML

algorithms and their outcomes highly depend on data.141 Their

properties, such as reliability, interpretability, and responsibility,

rely on the quality of data they have been trained on. Most of the

studies we reviewed used data from databases (that store complete

and standardized data for research purposes) and observational

studies. It is challenging to determine whether the results of observa-

tional studies are unbiased and true. Models trained on such data

are ideal for research purposes (model development). Still, they

might not work as efficiently in a clinical environment (model vali-

dation and implementation) where data are unstructured, incom-

plete (missing values), and biased.142

EHRs are one of the primary sources of data in hospitals. Very

few studies in our review used data from hospitals. EHR or paper-

based data stored and collected by hospitals are prone to bias due to

the under and over-representation of specific patient popula-

tions.87,143 Besides, different institutions record patient information

differently; as a result, if ML models trained at one institution are

implemented to analyze data at another institution, this may result

in errors.140 Studies that used blood samples (DNA and RNA) to

train their model are also prone to bias since the majority of se-

quenced DNA comes from people of European descent.144,145

Therefore, in the context of ML and healthcare, data governance

should address questions as to whether a specific data set (collected

from a small sample; old; collected for research purposes; etc.) or

type of data (subjective; patient-reported; digital data; etc.) can be

used for a particular purpose (diagnosis; prognosis; clustering; min-

ing; etc.).

To improve geriatric care, models must not only be developed

but also integrated into clinical workflow. Our review did not iden-

tify any study that integrated their model into clinical workflow.

Given a lack of interoperability standards mentioned above, for a

model to work, it must be able to interface with the data within dif-

ferent EHRs. Unlike data obtained from online research databases

or research institutions (as observed in our review), each EHR con-

tains varying data structures (often not compatible with other sys-

tems), creating a significant challenge to model deployment.146

Recently, the Department of Health and Human Services, led by the

Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technol-

ogy (ONC), released the draft 2020-2025 Federal Health IT Strate-

gic Plan with an intent to develop Health IT infrastructure and

update EHRs’ meaningful use criteria to include interoperability

standards.147

Our findings also identified the need to determine the appropri-

ate sample size of training data. As shown in Table 2, different stud-

ies have used different sample sizes (patients). How much data is

sufficient to train an algorithm?—has been unanswered in the field

of ML. Although ML performance generally improves with the ad-

ditional information, plateaus exist wherein new information adds

little to model performance.148 In fact, some model’s accuracy can

be hindered with increasing information (data) usually because the

additional variables tailor (overfit) the models for a too-specific set

of information (context). Such model might perform poorly on new

data, a problem long recognized as prediction bias or overfitting or

minimal-optimal problem.149 Nevertheless, this pursuit of the prac-

tical consideration results in another issue, known as the all-relevant

problem,150 which involves the identification of all attributes that

are relevant for classification. The establishment of minimum data

needs for adequate accuracy is required in healthcare. To determine

these needs, we must understand factors that affect the amounts of

data needed to achieve certain accuracy levels, an issue we refer to

as data efficiency, including two components: (1) the rate at which

accuracy increases with increasing data and (2) the maximum accu-

racy achievable by the method.151

The findings of our review, especially the limitations of ML, are

in-line with the findings of other studies evaluating the impact of

ML on different health care applications. A recent review by Batti-

neni et al152 analyzed the effect of ML on chronic disease diagnosis.

It identified the dependence of ML on data and how different studies

use different data set of varying data sizes to develop their ML

model. Another review on the impact of AI on patient safety out-

comes also identified the lack of AI standards.153 Much work has

been done in standardizing ML research and development. On Feb-

ruary 11, 2019, the President (of the United States) issued an Execu-

tive Order (EO 13859) directing Federal agencies to develop a plan

to ensure AI/ML standards.154 A few months later, on June 17,

2019, China’s Ministry of Science and Technology published a

framework and action guidelines—Principles for a New Generation

of Artificial Intelligence: Develop Responsible Artificial Intelli-

gence.155 In October 2019, the Office of the President of the Russian

Federation released a national AI strategy. As of February 2020,

there is also extensive information about Russian AI policy available

that is published in OECD AI Policy Observatory.156 The efforts

taken so far in AI/ML standardization focus on developing a com-

mon (national) standard for all AI applications and ML algorithms.

Since many of the issues around ML algorithms, particularly within

healthcare, are context-specific, health care requires standards (gov-

ernance) that are tailored toward its goal.92,141

Relevance in clinical practices and recommendations
Besides the ML limitations and flaws discussed earlier, there are

other limiting factors that can potentially inhibit the impact and

growth of ML in geriatric care. Geriatric populations with multiple

chronic complexities (MCC) are often excluded from randomized

controlled trials.157–160 Current approaches to geriatric guideline de-

velopment usually emphasize single diseases, which may have mini-

mal relevance to those with MCC.161,162 Therefore it remains

unclear which condition(s) contribute to an individual’s health out-

come, and consequently, which conditions should be the primary

treatment target(s).163 Unless the treatment target is specified, it gets

challenging to implement ML models for diagnostic purposes that

are trained for particular disease identification. This gives rise to a

fundamental question of whether it is appropriate or useful to iden-

tify a random ailment in a patient with MCC? Consequently, what

is the applicability or importance of an ML model, trained for iden-

tifying single ailment, on a geriatric population with MCC? In our

review, all ML models for geriatric care were designed to diagnose

or identify single ailment (Alzheimer’s or depression or diabetic reti-

nopathy). That would be interesting and needed future work to ex-

plore ML models considering MCC in their models for geriatrics

patients.

Another consideration is that the available ML models, devel-

oped to help estimate prognosis, are based upon static data and

algorithms. In contrast, a patient’s health status is dynamic and

changes over time. As a result, future research efforts to incorporate

ML models into clinical workflow need to match the measure and

underlying disease trajectory to the patient’s individual situation.

ML studies often report their results in abstract measures like

AUROC, F measure, etc. whereas, clinical trials or physicians typi-

cally evaluate and make decisions based on relative risk reduction
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(RRR) or absolute risk reduction (ARR).164 Future research should

develop an ML metric equivalent to ARR. ARR is often preferred to

RRR because RRR is uninterpretable if the baseline risk is missing.

The ARR is based on the risk of an outcome without treatment (or

the baseline risk) minus the risk of the outcome with treatment.

Studies implementing ML must consider the baseline risk for their

outcome (diagnosis or recommendation) for patients with MCC

(baseline risk for geriatric patient may be higher or lower than that

of the general population).

ML models must also report the short-term, mid-term, and long-

term effects of models’ recommendations on patient health out-

comes. When attempting to integrate ML-base prognosis into clini-

cal decision-making, we recommend prioritizing decisions that are

inclusive of life expectancy (short-term: within the next year; mid-

term: within the next 5 years; long-term: beyond 5 years165). A pa-

tient with limited life expectancy would focus efforts on relevant

short-term decisions, whereas patients with longer life expectancy

might consider prognosis for mid-term or long-term care.

Although the science of ML-based prediction in medicine contin-

ues to evolve, some glitches concerning data exist. ML models or

tools are usually developed and tested in specific settings, which po-

tentially limit its measure’s validity in other contexts. Often due to

the quality of data or complexity of the algorithm, ML models

might generate performance measures lower than the existing vali-

dated tools (expected). A study conducted by Marcantonio et al166

recruited 201 geriatric patients and used 3D- Confusion Assessment

Method (3D-CAM) to evaluate psychological ailment with sensitiv-

ity of the 96% and specificity of 98%. Another study by Palmer et

al recruited 30 patients and used 3-item questionnaire to identify

AD with the maximum AUCROC of 0.97, and accuracy of 0.90.

The study used Mental State Examination (MMSE) to identify AD

with AUROC of 0.96.167 Contrastingly, a study in our review used

SVM and identified AD among healthy controls with an accuracy of

84.17%.98 Another study used ECG data and artificial neural net-

work to classify individuals with MCI that are likely to progress to

AD with an accuracy of 85.98%.101

Due to the heterogeneity of geriatric patients and AI limitations

such as (a) lack of AI standards, (b) lack of data governance, and (c)

absence of an integrated global healthcare database, ML’s integra-

tion into the clinical workflow will likely continue to challenge ML

developers, clinicians, and policymakers.

Limitation of the study
This study reviews publication that matches our inclusion criteria

and operational definition of AI (ML). We also limited the scope of

our review to geriatric patients with chronic conditions. Addition-

ally, this review only includes studies published in the last 10 years

in English.

CONCLUSION

The results presented in this systematic review contributed to the un-

derstanding of the importance and use of AI in geriatric care. The re-

view exhibits that ML algorithms were used to address many

geriatrics diseases, which usually require just in time diagnosis and

continuous care management by health care providers.
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